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Meeting Notes

Our meetings for 2014 drew to a close with a repeat of last December’s activities
when we entertained ourselves, and very successfully too. With an eclectic
programme drawn up and introduced very professionally by Eastlyn as Master of
Ceremonies we spent an enjoyable evening exploring the many talents of our
members.

After the necessary  official business  the  current committee introduced themselves in
a medley of verse written by Jan Stevens and  accompanied on the piano by Mais
Appleton to the tune of ‘I am the Music Man’, a song we must all remember from
childhood parties.  One by one the Entertainers  played their part until the interval
when, after a rousing rendition of Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer, we stopped for
refreshments. The mulled wine and celebratory food  were very welcome and
excellent as always.

The concert continued and was drawn to a conclusion with the singing of the W I
anthem of Jerusalem. A fitting end to the evening and the year. We give our thanks
and congratulations to the performers in  appreciation of a  ‘Jolly good night out! ’ as
Wallace would say.

On a more serious note our subscriptions for next year are now due as you may be
aware from the e.mail from Jan Stevens. It seems a lot in one amount but if you break
it down it is just three pounds for each meeting and really good value.

The committee have served us well and with the AGM approaching there are
opportunities for assisting in the running of our group at Brightwell as people reach
the end of their tenure. Anyone who feels that they could assist the committee is
welcome to attend meetings to see what happens.

Our meeting on January 13th will be a celebration of our eleventh birthday, time for
some more cake ! !   There will be a small  display of the journals kept by members of
our activities over the past years with photographs of places visited etc. Look forward
to seeing your there . It just remains for me to wish you all a very Happy Christmas
and  a good New Year.


